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About the book

This book Is to bring a strategy and tactic to the reader that is extremely
effective In today's world of online Facebook marketing.

This Cookbook with also teach you the end's and out of living with
restrictions and dodging Facebook jail while earning a fortune 

with a free social  platform. Facebook is a great place to present your
opportunity to a mass amount of prospects . As in every great master.

I will teach you my technique's that aid in the success of my winning
team.
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Copyright

Author

[life Eagle]

Editor

[Life eagle]

Copyright © 2014 [Life Eagle]

First Published using Papyrus,2014

ISBN : [Enter ISBN here]

This book may be purchased for educational, business, or sales
promotional use. Online edition is also available for this title. For more
information, contact our corporate/institutional sales department:  or
[Therealwinnersteam@gmail.com]

While every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this book,
the publisher and authors assume no responsibility for errors or
omissions, or for damages resulting from the use of the information
contained herein.
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Preface

This Facebook Cookbook will also teach you the end's and out of living
with restrictions and dodging Facebook jail while earning a fortune

with a free social platform. 

Facebook is a great place to present your opportunity to a mass amount
of prospects . As in every great master.

I will teach you my technique's that aid in the success of my winning
team.

Follow me down the blue brick road to the land of limitless opportunity
on Facebook.
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About the Author

[Life Eagle  ] Is a marketing Guru, author, visionary,chef,musician and
philanthropist . His writings  have appeared in numerous publications,
including [The marketing Elite guide, The Craigslist Cookbok ,unus
universitas totus]. he also is a regular contributor to [The real winners
team]
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Spray and pray

       

              In This section of the facebook cookbook . I will be going into the
art of effective marketing on facebook.

First thing one must understand is posting and the

effect's of ad's in certain environment's on facebook groups.

Posting ads are non effective if

you just post ads in groups hoping people click them and join your

wonderful opportunity.

This is the spray and pray method. 

The problem with the spray and pray

method is.  Everyone and there mum ( as Europeans say )

is  using this less than unique strategy    (sigh).
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Facebook has way to many marketers and ads for you to just throw

random opportunity links to groups, in hopes that someone joins .

Now I'm not referring to my Auto posters out there. Posting ads in group
should be used more in the lines of familiarizing eyes with your ad's.
People who browse around groups will see your ad multiple 

times in different groups and will remember your ad in time. Eventually
they will engage your ad to see what its all about . 

Did you know If you see something 9 times in a 30 day period .  Its
trapped in the mind forever.

This is why major fortune 500 companies run commercials over and over
again. How many of you know the Mcdonalds commercial song?

I don't remember them sending out any sheet music or lyrics but i bet
most of you or your family member's know  the word's to this song. 

This is a type of mental audio visual implant through repetition 

Of stimuli . This can be applied to your  facebook marketing.

Now getting back to the spray and prey method. This is different from
what i mentioned above . why? 

Because people don't follow up on their post.  As I mentioned in the
craigslist cookbook. 

Do recon on the group you post ads in. See if other ads are being replied
to . It's Not always worth it to post in a dry room.

Look for a room with activity . The more active the room is , the more you
will likely get converting leads. The predominant overall energy

of the group is a key factor to the success of your post being viewed and
engaged . Once a hot post is being commented on. 

The audience  will most likely scroll down to see what else is going on.

Hopefully your ad is in that mix , Standing out in it's uniqueness .

When you spray and pray without any input after . You will see that this
is equivalent to making hot dogs with no bun's or anything  to go on it .  

Post ads and come behind later to sprinkle a few more in the shadow of
the first ad. Put the thought in their minds and 
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come back to speak to people seeking to a few here and there. 

Some will say " I saw your ads the other day" or  " I saw this ad and I was
curious" Most of the time If the ad was a created well. 

prospects will convert as long as you show them your opportunity is now
where near a scam. 

To end this section with a clear understanding . I don't mean to not post
ads in lots of room's or spray and pray. Just follow up with 

your prior postings . Use your ads like a commercial and you will reap
the similar results of the  dominating fortune 500 companies.

So go market like a pro .
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Relationships and rapport

                      

         In this section I will be going into the Human aspect of 

connecting with one another. Bonding and relationships has permeated
our social interactions  since the dawn of man .

Relationships are the pillar of networking in today's world . Relationships
 build rapport and rapport builds trust.

We live in a time when the internet is filled with scam's and con's of all
kind.  The overflow of this behavior on the internet has made it

impossible to offer an opportunity to someone and not fall under the
microscope of skepticism . 

People have been both abused and abandoned online by selfish people
who are only out for themselves.

This made marketing online 100 times harder. 

So to be successful in today's Facebook Market, One must Build a
relationship with one's audience on Facebook.

Stat by Connecting  with people in different groups of similar interest .
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Read other peoples ads and converse with them.

connect with them on a common Ground in marketing .

Don't just start shoving your opportunity down there throat.

People like to talk about what they do and so do you .

 when your scrolling down a Facebook group or feed. 

Ask questions and show interest in other opportunities even if your not

interested. It allows the other person to inquire about what it is that you
do. Now at this point. 

You need to make a subtle impacting impression on this person when
presenting your opportunity.

If you have any payment proof or your in a group with people 

who post lots of payment proof of the same opportunity . Invite new
people to see this proof of success. 

Ever heard the phrase (Money Talks)? 

People like to become involved with success. Its just a natural human
thing . 

So exposing prospects  to any success will set the precursor for a
building a relationship through 

intrigue and rapport . Building Rapport is a key essential in converting a
consistent flow of prospects.

When you are known as a stand up person with a solid opportunity.
People will see how others interact with you and this will program them
to do the same.

Honesty is a key role in relationships and building rapport .

 Don't Offer opportunities on Facebook with wild claims like "earn 10,000
in 2 day's" This is an unrealistic gold your presenting to someone. 

Make sure your very honest with the opportunity and its requirement's.

This will be the building block of your relationships and rapport on
Facebook . People will follow your lead and do business with you you if
your in in there circle.

 How do you get in the circle you ask? social currency. Your like what the
11



fuck is social currency . Well social currency is your reflected value
among your own circle. 

People watch your interactions when your in probation mode during  the
social business courtship of the bonding process .

This is where you get categorized in what type of business person you
are. Starting or joining a group is a good idea. 

Not just any group, but one that you call home. This is where your circle
resides . 

Allow New prospect  to come and see your interactions with other
people .When they see how others treat and respond to you . 

This will help build rapport with a new prospect that may join your
opportunity based on what they witness in your Facebook Politics . 

Relationships and rapport is very Important in Facebook marketing.
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Age of the autoposter

               

             In this section I will be dealing with auto posting on Facebook.
Auto posting is a great way to save time while posting in multiple groups
throughout Facebook. 

It used to take hours to post in hundreds of groups, one at a time. 

In this new day and time there are multiple software that will allow you
to post on Facebook automatically. 

Most of the auto posting softwares offer a way for you to post in groups
as well as send out messages totally on autopilot.

 Providing that your software allows you to set the intervals of the post. 

One should post in 10 to 15 groups and take a 30 minute break before
doing the next set. 

This will definitely keep you off the radar and out of Facebook jail. 

The next part of Facebook auto posting is key wording target audiences. 

The auto poster that most likely came with this book will most likely
allow you to search by keyword. 
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This means if you're interested in searching for anyone involved in a
particular marketing niche.

 All you would have to do is type the key word of that niche into the auto
poster and have it scraped thousands of profiles that are connected with
the keyword you provided.

 After you have obtained these profiles . 

You will then begin to dialogue with these people or possibly search their
page to see if they are in any groups that you may also be. 

Find indirect ways to initiate contact. 

If you cannot resort to anything else but direct contact then do so, but be
very polite and kind. 

If you also would like to just send out messages to all of your friends on
Facebook, the auto poster would be a perfect tool to accomplish this
mission. 

It can send out messages to hundreds of people that you would like it to.
The key to doing this without ending up in Facebook jail would be to set
the intervals to only a few people per day . 

usually usually 30-40 people . posting pictures using the auto poster can
be difficult sometimes. 

What you would need to do is post a regular picture on a page with a
comment. After the picture is successfully posted. 

Right click directly on the picture and copy link address. 

Then you would go to your Facebook auto poster and paste this in the
section that allows you to post to multiple groups. 

Make sure you add the comment that you would like to show in the post
as well. 

This will post the picture with your ad using the link from the original
picture posted.

 I created another eBook call the Craigslist cookbook. Auto posting will
allow you to fulfill other tasks that you normally could not due to the lack
of time consumption posting on Facebook.

 So now that you guys understand how to use your Facebook auto
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posters. 

Get busy, set up your auto posters, and begin to earn the money that you
deserve.
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join group by invite

      

           Lately, Facebook has been changing the rules about how people
use certain features.

 I've noticed that when you over use certain features they will block you
from using them. 

If you are marketing on Facebook and looking to gain a large targeted
group of people. 

The best place to promote on Facebook would be to post your ads in
multiple groups. 

The problem here lies in the fact that if you are not already in a whole
ton of groups and you wish to start joining them now. It will be a long
slow journey if you don't want to end up in Facebook jail. 

There's a small set number of groups that you are allowed to join on a
daily basis. To get around this ridiculous and strict restriction. 

All you have to do is get to know lots of people that are already members
in groups that you would like to be in. Ask to be added to these groups.
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If you have other marketing buddies online that you are friends with. Ask
them to add you to their groups. 

Doing this every day alongside of joining the allotted amount of groups
that you are allowed to join will certainly increase the number of groups
you have to post in , broadening your success average. 

As you're joining groups . Make sure that you join groups that invite you
to promote in them. 

Posting ads in groups that don't allow ad posting is a big waste of time
and a huge disrespect to the unwritten online law of MARKETING.

Joining groups is an important move in the successful execution of
power marketing on Facebook. 

You need to join at least 100 groups to scratch the surface . There's
thousands of online groups that you can join. 

The more broader the amount of groups your in . 

The more you will notice an upward  conversion rate in your opportunity.

Another way to get into a few more groups is to ad people in the groups
your already in. Favor for a favor.

people will return the favor if they see that you've added them . 
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Spare tire profile

          

                   In this section I will be explaining to you the art of having a
spare profile, just in case Facebook turns off the light and gas to your
account. 

As we go from one day to the next we never know when things are going
to get funky. 

Facebook is trying to dominate every aspect of usage on its platform.
Members are being policed ,controlled ,and monitored as If Facebook
has declared martial law on its users. 

If you're an online marketer and this happens to you. This can be a big
setback in your business. 

You must have a backup account with all your contacts and groups just
waiting. You don't have to really use this account ever. 

Just keep it for a rainy day, which seems to be inevitable on Facebook.

Now another aspect to having spare tires is using them to comment on
your main profile post. 
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Example. If you post an ad about your opportunity in a particular group.
You can log into your spare tire account and comment on the post you
originally created.

 I've noticed that when people see other people commenting on certain ,
they themselves become interested and what that post is about. 

This then leads them to enquiring and most times joining your
opportunity. 

There's an old saying " monkey see, monkey do"

This can be in your favor if you execute this in the correct way. 

Don't be afraid to create multiple spare tire accounts. You never know
when this can come in handy in the art of marketing on Facebook. 

Spare accounts also become very valuable when you're creating multiple
fan pages. 

Try not to use more than 3 accounts on the same IP address. 

This can cause all of your accounts to be banned permanently if caught
with too many accounts on one IP address.

if you're interested in learning which IP switchers you can use to change
your IP address . Please refer to the Craigslist Cookbook.

Another great thing about having multiple accounts is the fact that you
can double or triple up on the amount of ads posted in groups. 

By having these multiple accounts. 

you will be able to minimize the risk of having one of your accounts shut
down we're having yourself down in Facebook jail for a month or more.

Another good feature about having multiple accounts is the fact that if
someone wanted to scam you and they happen to block you after
scamming you. 

You can then use another account to look that person up and try to
contact them or find info on them. 

Having multiple spare tire accounts is essential in the survival of your
online success.
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mirror hot ads

         This is a topic that I will be short and brief about. 

Mirroring a hot ad is a great way to ride the tail of a comet that was
created by an ad in a group that's on fire with comments. 

Once you see the ad is causing so much of a frenzy. You can take that ad
and copy it while tweaking the words just a bit to suit your own
opportunity. 

Posting this ad in the same section at the right time will yield similar
results as the ad that started the frenzy to begin with. 

This also applies to picture ads that you see. 

You can always alter a picture to promote your own ad using photo
editors such as Photoshop and Windows PAINT. 

Mirroring an ad with a large amount of activity can be beneficial to you in
that particular group. 

Do not mirror and generic ads. Only member unique ads that attract a lot
of attention. Notice how you feel when you read an ad. 
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If an ad peaks your interest and catches your attention. Then it will most
likely do the same for others.

You also want to do some scouting before you post your ads in a
particular group. 

If that ad is posted too many times in that same group. 

The over accumulation of these ads will become spam and render your
efforts non effective. 

Do a quick recon of the group and scroll down to see how many similar
ads there are to the one you're about to post. 

Mirroring ads doesn't necessarily mean that you're copying ads. from
other people, but more so gaining an idea and contouring it to your own
needs.  

You can also mirror, ads from other social networking platforms besides
Facebook. A hot ad will  always be a hot ad , no matter what platform it is
displayed upon.

Use common sense when applying these methods and you will reap
great rewards.
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 Thought provoking ads

                      When creating an ad on Facebook. 

Take time out to understand the direction you want to take people in
when viewing your ad. 

Thought provoking ads that people like ,usually opens them up to the
opportunity that you offering. 

Ads that make people smile, laugh , or remember a good time is ideal for
gaining new prospects.

 Lots of these thought provoking pictures could be found on Google
images. 

using Photoshop, Windows PAINT, or any photo editing software will do. 

Look for a photo that makes its own statement and use a play on words
to connect that image with your opportunity. 

The effect that this photo will have on the onlookers will be the same
effect that it had without your ads connected to it. 

Another great aspect of using thought provoking pictures is the fact that
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if it's funny enough or emotional enough it will be shared by many. 

This ad will be passed down Facebook like a hot potato . 

Making its way to hundreds or even thousands of EYES. 

A great ad banner, can become its own auto poster. 

You can go to google and type in thought-provoking images and see
what you get. 

You can also put in the term emotional images as well. 

You should be able to find tons of images pertaining to these topics that
you research. 

Remember to choose the picture that brings out feeling in you that you
want to portray to others. If it makes you feel a particular way . 

It will most likely do the same for your prospects. 
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 Proof pic espionage.

                   IN this section of the Facebook cookbook, I will be teaching
you the art of proof pic espionage. 

Using this technique is equivalent to taking bloody meat and switching it
around in shark infested waters. 

Proof pictures are a way to build rapport as well as gaining a following.
Let's break down the dynamics of how this technique works. 

The first thing you do is go inside of a group and try to spot and dad with
phony expectations that has lots of comments. 

A lot of times people cannot tell a phony ad from a legit ad. Most of the
times these ads are posted by people who are not making any money
with that opportunity, but are newbies most of the time that just joined
and are trying to recruit others.

 They will mention ridiculous amounts of earning potential with an
opportunity that they never hardly speak about or give any direct
information on the ad. 
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When I noticed these ads. I often ask the poster if he or she has any
payment proof. 

Most of the time they do not and sometimes they delete me from the
post. Often if the poster do not reply to my request.

 I will post one or two real payment proofs on his post and tell him this is
what I was looking for. 

When the other people on the post see these payment pic's. 

They quickly realized the person who posted the ad in the first place was
bullshit and they end up running to me.

 Then providing that my payment pics remain in the post. 

I will recruit the rest of the newcomers from that ad by them simply
noticing my Pay pics and how people were commenting on them before
they abandoned the post. 

So the unrealistic post is now working for me . 

You will find tons of phony ads and people promoting scam like
opportunities in different groups. 

Shut them down by posting real opportunity payment proof.

These people make marketing harder for real people like us by pulling
people in some bullshit opportunities where they don't make any money
and blame online marketing for their failure when in fact it was just a
dumbass promoting a dumbass opportunity. 

Remember that I did not tell you to promote your link on their ads but
rather just payment proof. This technique is the ultimate way of turning
negative into positive.
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 The real winners team

                      I would like to wrap up the facebook cookbook with
acknowledgement of a special group on Facebook. 

The name of this group is The Real Winners Team. 

This group was founded by sion Aka. Live eagle . 

The group has 5 admins. Carly brajnik, Reyna franco, monique walker,
Brandy Cobia and sion . 

This group was created to give a safe haven for people who have been
abused by their less than honest sponsors. 

Most groups on Facebook have members that are very much to
themselves. 

The real winners team is a warm and caring training group with people
who need direct training in marketing. 

The members of this group are mostly friends and they care about each
others personal success. 

The majority of members in this group has been abandoned by their
26



sponsors for whatever program or opportunity they were introduced to
in the past. 

Seeing this as an ongoing problem. 

SION has decided to create this group so that people can constantly have
contact with the person that's training THEM. 

The group also owns www.flagfree.org. , pointrewards.fortunefeeder.com
, And they also own www.Fortunefeeder.com .

This is more than a group. It more like a family / fraternity because it has
upper levels to the group with higher degrees of marketing education. 

This is a model group for Facebook to have and a great place for peoples
to learn to market online.
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